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Lest We Forget!
Lessons from the Pandemic
Dear Readers,
This issue of your journal presents the latest Status of Policing in India Report on policing in the times of
the Covid-19 pandemic. We have all braved the crisis for close to two years now. The entire gamut of
our existence has been affected by it – our personal life, family life, social life, professional life, and life as
citizens and consumers included. Mercifully, the worst seems to be over for now, but its reverberations are
bound to linger for the rest of our lives.
The SPIR 2020-21 (Volume-II) unravels the effect of the pandemic on public order. This issue brings to
you the main findings of the study in a nutshell and the highlights of the event which marked its release.
By now, most of you are familiar with the idea of the SPIR studies. These collate data and insights for the
policymakers to improve the rule of law. The present report is in continuation of the earlier SPIRs on the
citizens’ trust and satisfaction with the police and their attitudes, adequacy, and working conditions.
Many of our members and friends attended the online event and have also read the report. Others
can download it from the website or by clicking here. (If you have not already done so, please visit the
refurbished website, commoncause.in) All SPIR reports are in the public domain. You can also watch the
event on YouTube by clicking here. The excerpts of the speeches are given in the following pages. The
event started with a presentation of the report and a panel discussion, and closed with a keynote address
by Justice Deepak Gupta, former judge of the Supreme Court of India.
Initially, only one SPIR study was planned for 2020 on policing in regions affected by conflict, extremism,
or insurgency. It was designed to explore how policing is carried out in disturbed areas that are affected
by the presence of armed groups and paramilitary forces. The biggest challenge for the team was to go out
and conduct face-to-face surveys in the middle of the Covid-19 restrictions and a series of lockdowns. The
teams did so with aplomb and managed to bring out two reports instead of one.

Policing under Unusual Conditions
Fortunately, a safe but small window of time appeared towards the end of 2020. In between online Zoom
meetings, our teams at Common Cause and Lokniti-CSDS utilised our time to prepare a parallel survey
on the pandemic and public order. Citizens and police personnel were approached in 27 districts of
11 states (for Volume I) and 19 cities of 10 states/UTs (for Volume II) under trying circumstances. These
were eventually brought out as SPIR 2020-21 (Volume-I and II) on two disparate areas of policing in
extraordinary environments.
It was important for us to cover the theme of policing the pandemic from three main standpoints: (a)
to examine the citizen-police interactions during the lockdown; (b) to scrutinise the enactment of new
protocols like wearing of masks, maintaining social distancing, restricting movements and containing
contamination zones; and (c) to upgrade and modernise our disaster preparedness, especially with regard
to fallouts like the sudden and reverse migration of workers from cities to villages.
All governments across the world tried to monitor the spread of the virus by mobilising surveillance
techniques and by tracing human contacts at the cost of the individual’s privacy. This was done mainly
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through mobile phone apps using live locations of individuals who contracted the disease and anyone
who came in their contact. This real-time information was collected at a gigantic scale which was
unimaginable before the pandemic. Our own ‘Aarogya-Setu’ app was widely used, sometimes even
coercively, by the citizens, police persons, health workers, among others.
But the enforcement of restrictions and lockdowns—along with contact tracing and surveillance—became
the responsibility of the police. Their orders came at very short notice, and even without notice (We got
only a four-hour notice for the first nationwide lockdown). The police personnel were required to check
the violations of the new protocols at any cost. This gave rise to disproportionate use of force at some
places and negative public-police interactions almost everywhere. People felt hurt and angry because the
violations could have been done inadvertently or under dire necessity. The report covers all these aspects
and more.

A Challenge Called Disaster Preparedness
The police persons were neither trained nor prepared to handle a disaster of this magnitude, especially
in the midst of changing orders and protocols. They sang and danced at some places to spread the new
codes of behaviour and used danda at others with tragic results. They often went out of the way to help
fellow human beings while risking their own lives. But they almost habitually took to unlawful detentions,
bizarre punishments, and arbitrary ways of enforcing their orders. They did what they have been trained
(or not trained) to do, and in the absence of the crucial standard operating procedures (SOPs).
The surveyors spoke to citizens and police personnel about the impact of the pandemic on them, their
families, and their immediate surroundings. The cops seemed definitely conflicted between their call of
duty and human obligations. The citizens too vacillated between admiration for the good work of the
cops and condemnation for their acts of arrogance and brutality. This is consistent with the conclusions of
earlier SPIR studies that the citizens’ involvement and expectations in policing were rather low.
The present SPIR study covers the changes in the attitudes, performances, and working conditions of the
police personnel on the ground. It also examines if the restrictions of the pandemic applied equally to
all sections of society, particularly to the rich and poor. There are two additional chapters devoted to the
media coverage of the crisis and the experiences of the migrant and relief workers, the latter based on a
separate, rapid study with the two groups.
Most of you are aware that the SPIR studies are part of the police reforms programme of Common
Cause which started in the nineties. These are small steps in the direction of meeting our objective of
defending and fighting for the rights of all sections of citizens. Guarding and improving the rule of law is a
precondition for fulfilling that objective. And that is why we do not see police reforms as a one-time event
but as a continuous process. We are grateful that our members and philanthropic partners support that
vision.
We sincerely hope that the members, well-wishers, and friends of Common Cause will go through the
findings of the latest SPIR and give their valuable feedback to us. The team would be grateful if you could
also watch the video of the launch event and let us know if you have any suggestions for the future.

Vipul Mudgal
Editor
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SPIR 2020-2021 (VOLUME II):
POLICING IN THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Summary and Key Findings
The Status of Policing in India
Report (SPIR) 2020-2021, Volume
II: Policing in the Covid-19
Pandemic covers a range of
citizen-police interactions during
the lockdown, the handling of
the crisis, and the emergence
of new challenges for the law
enforcement apparatus. SPIR
2020-21 Volume-I, released in
April 2021, covered policing
in regions affected by conflict,
extremism, or insurgency. The
two SPIR volumes study policing
during unusual and extraordinary
circumstances.
This Volume of SPIR 2020-21
analyses data from a survey of

common people and police
personnel from Tier 1 and Tier II/
III cities of 10 states and Union
Territories. The report also looks
at the media coverage of the
nature of policing during the
initial phases of the national
lockdown. Some of the key
findings of a separate, rapid
survey with migrant workers and
relief workers from Delhi-NCR,
Rajasthan and Gujarat have also
been presented in this report.
It may be noted that all the
findings of the report pertain to
the first wave of the Covid-19
crisis in India in 2020, since
the data collection was done

in the months of October and
November 2020.
Below are some of the key
takeaways from the report:

Adherence to Rule of
Law by the Police
One of the central features of
a democracy is adherence to
the rule of law. However, while
this may exist as a governing
principle on paper, the reality
on the ground may be entirely
different. This was also the case
in the functioning of the police
during the first wave of the
pandemic, as is evident from the
findings of the survey.

Note: All figures are rounded off. This is the opinion of the police personnel.
Question asked: According to you, what was the biggest hurdle/difficulty for the police while handling the coronavirus
pandemic during the lockdown?
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• Only one out of three police
personnel reported being able
to follow legal procedures
completely while maintaining
law and order and investigating
crimes during the lockdown.
• The biggest challenge for the
police during the lockdown
was managing the people,
as reported by more than
a quarter (27%) of the
police personnel. Personnel
from Andhra Pradesh and
Maharashtra reported that
managing the poor and migrant
workers was the second biggest
challenge for them during the
lockdown.

Police Excesses, Use of
Force and Confrontations
Between Police and the
People

Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Questions asked: During lockdown, whenever you went out of your home to
buy essentials or for work, how much fear did you have of the following – a lot,
somewhat, not much or not at all? a. Fear of police imposing fine/penalty or
confiscating your vehicle? b. Fear of police beating you? c. Fear of police detaining/
arresting you?

During the lockdown, use of force
by the police and police brutality
were commonly reported, even
in cases of minor infringement
of the strict lockdown rules. This
inevitably led to confrontations
between the police and the
people. Additionally, there was
an increased level of fear of
the police among the common
people:
• One out of three (33%)
common people reported
frequent confrontations
between the civilians and the
police during the lockdown.
• A majority of the common
people (55%) reported fearing
the police during the lockdown.
Nearly three in five feared
impositions of fine (57%) and
being beaten by the police
(55%).
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Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Questions asked: In many regions, local people found it difficult to get access to
basic essentials like food or medicines, during lockdown. How difficult was it for you
and your family to get access to the basic essentials – very, somewhat, not much, or
not at all?
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Adverse Impact on
Economically and
Socially Disadvantaged
Sections
The lockdown and the police
action in its wake was invariably
harsher on the already
disadvantaged groups such as the
poor, Dalits, tribals and Muslims.
Firstly, these communities faced
greater disadvantage generally
due to the lockdown, having
difficulty accessing essentials
such as food or ration. Secondly,
they were also more likely to be
evicted as tenants. Worsening
their woes was the discrimination
they faced by the police during
this period, as is evident from the
findings:
• The poorest and lower classes
were more than twice as likely
as the rich to face a lot of
difficulties in accessing basic
needs during the lockdown.
• The poorest were also thrice
as likely to report ‘many’
cases of forceful eviction of
tenants during the lockdown,
as compared to the rich.
Amongst socio-religious
groups, Dalits, Muslims and
other minorities were most
likely to be forcefully evicted
during the lockdown.
• There was a clear class divide
in the perceptions of the
police during the lockdown.
The poor and those belonging
to lower class, were more
fearful of the police during
the lockdown. In particular,
they were fearful of physical
violence by the police. They
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Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
*Other communities include other religious minorities such as Sikhs, Buddhists/Neo
Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and those who did not reveal their caste. They have all been
clubbed together because of miniscule cases. Questions asked: During the Covid-19
outbreak/lockdown, how common were the forceful eviction of tenants by landlords?

Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off. The
categories of ‘some fear’ and ‘a lot of fear’ have been merged to form ‘Fear of police’.
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were also more likely to see
the police’s instructions during
this period as threatening. The
police personnel, on the other
hand, were also more likely
to report the poor localities as
being least compliant with the
lockdown rules.
• An overwhelming majority
of common people (62%)
and police personnel (71%)
believed that the restrictions
imposed during the lockdown
applied equally to everyone.
However, a significant
proportion (29% people; 26%
police personnel) felt that some
people got away more easily.
Poorer people are more likely
to believe that curbs were not
imposed equally for everyone.
• With a higher visibility of the
police at public spaces, nearly
three in four (71%) people
reported feeling secure.
However, about one in five
(18%) felt threatened. It was
the poor and economically
vulnerable who felt more
threatened, indicating that
they were disproportionately
affected by increased policing.
• According to a separate, rapid
study of relief workers, more
than one-third of the aid
workers believe that police
behaved very badly with
the homeless people, slum
dwellers and migrant workers
during the lockdown. One out
of two aid workers also said
that the police discriminated
against Muslims during the
lockdown, with 50 percent
reporting high or medium
levels of discrimination.
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Note: All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: “In your experience, during the lockdown, how was the behaviour of
the police with the following groups of people—very good, somewhat good, neutral,
somewhat bad, very bad or the police did not interact with them during the lockdown
(silent option): a. NGO staff/ volunteers; b. Homeless people; c. Residents of big societies
or appartements; d. Slum dwellers/ residents of unauthorised colonies; e. Migrant
workers trying to go back to their village or home state.”

Note: All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: How often did the police resort to the use of force to control the
migrants walking towards their homes-- very often, a few times, rarely or never?
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Plight of Migrant
Workers
The migrant workers were
arguably the worst hit during
the first wave of the pandemic,
and were left to grapple with
the multiple challenges of
economic insecurity, lack of
support systems and absence of
essential services. Their trauma
was compounded by being away
from homes and families. Thus,
the surveys with the common
people and police personnel
also included some questions on
the plight of migrant workers.
This apart, some of the findings
of a separate rapid survey of
migrants and relief workers also
point to greater levels of police
brutality and excesses towards
the migrants.
• Nearly one out of two police
personnel (49%) reported
having frequently used force
against migrant workers
travelling back home. Further,
one in three police personnel
(33%) frequently encountered
situations where the migrants
were trying to enter shelters,
but police used force to
prevent them from doing so.
• Nearly one out of four
personnel (23%) reported
being confused as to who
would shelter the migrant
workers while another 22
percent noted a lack of
coordination with the district
police.
• According to a separate rapid
survey of migrant workers,
the abrupt lockdown was
not viewed favourably by the
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Note: All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: “In your experience, during the lockdown, how frequently did the
police use force against the common people—many times, sometimes, rarely or not
at all?”

most severely affected people
or those providing relief to
them. Four out of five migrant
workers and nearly an equal
proportion of aid workers
believe that if people were
informed of the lockdown
earlier, they would have faced
lesser difficulties.
• The rapid study found that
providing aid and distributing
food, rations or essential
provisions were the biggest
form of support provided
by the police in the time
of crisis, according to both
migrant and aid workers.
Nearly sixty percent aid
workers feel that police were
highly or somewhat helpful in
distributing food/ration.
• Nearly half of the migrant
workers contacted for the
separate rapid study faced
assault by the police during
the lockdown. Further, one

in 10 migrant workers faced
assault by the police while
going back to their home
states/villages. Like the migrant
workers, the aid workers
also reported assault to be
the most common form of
cruelty by the police during
the lockdown. Eighty percent
said police used force against
common people many times
or sometimes.
• According to the separate
rapid study, overall, three out
of five migrant workers (59%)
and aid workers (61%) were
satisfied with the work of the
police during the lockdown.
However, both groups were
also of the opinion that there
was excessive use of force
by the police during this
time. Nearly three out of five
migrant workers (57%) and
four out of five aid workers
(80%) reported frequent use of
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force by the police against the
common people during the
lockdown.

Management of the
Lockdown: Opinions of
the Common People and
Police
Even though the police enforced
the lockdown rules and ensured
compliance with the Disaster
Management Act, 2005, the
decisions on exact rules to be
enforced did not fall within
the purview of their work. The
nature of the lockdown and the
decision of enforcement timing
were taken without consultation
with state police forces. Some of
the findings of the report show
dissatisfaction with the rules and
the manner in which they were
enforced.
• More than three out of
five people (64%) believe
that a longer notice before
the lockdown could have
prevented the migrant crisis.
• Two out of five migrant
workers (38%) believed that
the strictness of lockdown rule
enforcement by the police
was inappropriate and harsh.
Forty seven percent, however,
believed that strictness was
required for the safety and the
police were doing their job.
A significant proportion of aid
workers (40%) also strongly
felt that the unnecessarily
strict lockdown rules were a
big hindrance in the proper
functioning of the police
during this period.
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Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: I will read out two statements, tell me which of the two you agree more
with?

People’s Appraisal of
Police Work During the
Pandemic
To gauge the level of satisfaction
with the work done by the police
and their overall assessment of
policing during the lockdown,
questions pertaining to people’s
satisfaction, trust, experiences
and perceptions about policing
during the lockdown were asked:
• Overall, nearly nine in 10
common people (86%)
rated the behaviour of the
police during the lockdown
positively. Out of this, a
quarter (25%) said that the
behaviour was very good
and three out of five (61%)
reported it to be good.
• Three out of four police
personnel feel that surveillance
increased a lot during
the lockdown. A similar
proportion of common people

also reported an increase
in police presence in their
locality.
• The survey captures a broadly
positive public perception of
policing during the pandemic.
Two in every five people
(40%) considered the police
to be highly efficient and
46% somewhat efficient in
controlling the outbreak.
However, the poor people
were less likely to believe that
the police were efficient.
• Overall, the pandemic
seems to have improved the
relationship between the
police and citizens. Two in
three people (66%) reported
an improvement in the level
of trust and around the same
number (65%) reported an
improvement in the image
of the police following the
lockdown. Around half of the
common people surveyed felt
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that the police handled the
situation efficiently despite
the sudden nation-wide
lockdown.
• Largely, people in Tier II/III
cities had a better perception
of the police during the
lockdown, compared to Tier I
cities. More people in smaller
towns felt that the police were
efficient in controlling the
situation and that they were
secure with their increased
presence during the lockdown.

Crime During the
Lockdown
With the imposition of the
lockdown, it was seen that
general crimes such as robbery,
theft, murder, violent crimes, etc.
went down drastically across the
globe. However, the lockdown
caused an increase in different
categories of crimes such as
cybercrimes and domestic
violence, as is clear from the
survey findings. However, it
needs to be noted that these
findings are restricted to the
perceptions of the people and
the police, regarding the rates
of crimes and are not official
statistics about the actual
reported crime rate.
• Overall, the data shows that
with fewer people venturing
out, there was reportedly a
substantial decrease in the
crime rate of the country.
Four in five police personnel
reported a drop in the
overall crime rate. A similar
proportion of common people
also reported a decrease in
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Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Questions asked: After the coronavirus pandemic, in your mind, has the image of
the police improved, deteriorated or remained the same?

Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: Considering how they performed during the coronavirus
outbreak, has your trust in the police increased or decreased?

crime during the lockdown.
• While police personnel
reported that crimes such as
theft, robbery, kidnapping and
murder reduced to a great
extent, offences committed
in private settings, such as

domestic violence against
women and cybercrimes,
increased during the
lockdown. One out of four
police personnel reported an
increase in domestic violence
during the lockdown.
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Police Preparedness
and Working Conditions
During the Lockdown
The sudden lockdown took a
toll not only on the common
people across the country, but
also on the police personnel
tasked with enforcing the
lockdown. With low levels of
preparedness through training,
lack of resources, shortage of
staff, etc., the personnel were
generally ill-equipped to handle
the mammoth task they were
assigned. This is evident from the
survey findings:
• Police personnel in Tier I cities
were provided with better
facilities during the lockdown
compared to those in Tier II/III
cities. Police in Tier I cities had
higher provision of equipment
for duty during the pandemic,
better hygiene conditions,
more insurance covers, safety
arrangements such as special
accommodation, higher
proportion of personnel
receiving special training and
more departmentally arranged
health check-ups during the
lockdown. Personnel with comorbidities in these cities were
also less likely to be posted in
high-risk zones.
• A majority (56%) reported
that the vulnerable police
personnel were shifted to lowrisk zones or given complete
rest, while two in five (37%)
denied the same, indicating
the lack of a uniform policy.
However, more than four out
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Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: Compared to earlier times, did the following things increase or
decrease during the lockdown? a. Number of complaints or FIR/NCRs registered
in your police station b. General crimes like theft, robbery, kidnapping, murder?
c. Crimes like illegal trade of alcohol or tobacco products? d. Incidents related to
cybercrimes? e. Incidents of domestic violence against women?

Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: During coronavirus outbreak, police adopted many contactless
methods to protect its force from the virus. Was any of the following installed in
your police Station- a. Sensor-based sanitisation machine; b. Thermal cameras; c.
Video-intercom device; d. UV disinfection box?
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of five (84%) agreed that
police personnel with visible
symptoms of Covid-19 were
granted leave.
• Half of the police personnel
(56%) claimed to have
received a special training
to deal with the public
during the outbreak, while
more than two in five (43%)
disagreed.
• Covid-19 duty took a toll on
the mental health of most
of the police force, as nine
in every 10 said that they
were greatly or somewhat
impacted by this.
• In general, southern states
such as Kerala and Tamil
Nadu were more proactive
in providing special training
to personnel during the
pandemic. These states also
ensured better availability
of safety equipment such
as PPE kits, etc. while states
such as Bihar and West
Bengal were least prepared
under these parameters.
Highlighting the challenges,
half of the police personnel
(52%) identified shortage
of staff as a major hurdle.
Consequently, the police
force appeared to be
overburdened, with four in
five (78%) reporting to be
working for at least 11 hours
a day during the lockdown.
More than a quarter (27%)
reportedly worked for at
least 15 hours a day during
the lockdown.
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Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: During the coronavirus outbreak, some states had special arrangement for
police personnel with duties in high-risk zones. Did the government arrange for any of the
following in your region- a. Special accommodation for the police personnel, so that they
don’t have to go back to their families every day; b. Dedicated Corona/Covid Health Centres
or ‘special wards’ in hospitals for police; c. Special insurance cover or financial assistance
to family, in case of police personnel dying due to coronavirus; d. Additional monetary
incentives for those deployed in high-risk zones?

Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Questions asked: How much do you think being on regular duty during the coronavirus
outbreak has impacted the mental health of police personnel like you – a lot, somewhat,
not much or not at all?
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Media Coverage of
Policing During the
Pandemic
The media played an important
role as the disseminator of
information during a period
when access to many other
sources of information were
stopped. Therefore, the study
included an analysis of the news
coverage of policing during the
pandemic. Key findings of this
analysis are given below:
• A good amount of media
coverage on policing during
the lockdown --- one out
of four news stories --- was
about incidents of lockdown
violation and the consequent
action taken by the police.
More than half of these news
stories were reported within a
month of the lockdown.
• News reports suggest
significant governmental
pressure on the police for
very strict imposition of
the lockdown norms using
whatever means deemed
necessary.
• Media stories strongly reflect
the expanded role of the
police during the lockdown.
The police in almost all
the states were involved in
distributing food and essential
supplies during the initial
weeks. Also widely covered
were reports of innovative
policing, i.e., cops singing,
dancing, running creative
health awareness campaigns;
distributing masks, medicines,
etc. to the needy; paying
surprise visits to citizens’
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Note: Rest of the respondents did not answer. All figures are rounded off.
Question asked: How many hours did you work daily, when the lockdown was in
place? And what used to be your daily working hours in normal times, i.e., before the
lockdown?
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houses and celebrating their
birthdays etc.
• Nearly one out of 10 news
stories from the sample
reports the police excesses
and negligence during the
lockdown. It is evident from
media reports that migrant
workers were most likely to be
at the receiving end of police
brutality during this period.
• Media also reported that
the police extensively used

advance surveillance tools like
drone cameras, face detection
technology, GPS enabled
systems like geofencing, etc.
to enforce the lockdown. The
growing reliance on advanced
technology for policing
received high praise from
the media but few questions
were raised pertaining to
their legality, adherence
to regulations, and data
protection methods during this

time.
• The analysis of media reports
showed little to no critical
assessment of government
policies or police behaviour
during the lockdown. While
content analysis of the slant
of media stories was not
done in this study, the general
analysis revealed few critical
reports, except in cases of
extreme police brutality such
as custodial deaths.

The guilty as well as the innocent are entitled to
due process of law. They are entitled to a fair trial.
They are entitled to counsel. They are entitled to
fair treatment from the police. The law enforcement
officer has the same duty as the citizen-indeed, he
has a higher duty-to abide by the letter and spirit
of our Constitution and laws.
Harry S. Truman
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LAW ENFORCEMENT IN CRISES:
DISCRETION, EXCESSES AND EXPECTATIONS
Excerpts from SPIR 20-21 (Volume II) Keynote Address

The report release function was attended by senior bureaucrats, retired and serving police officers and many others
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event, the report release function
also featured a Keynote Address
by Justice Deepak Gupta,
Former Judge, Supreme Court
of India, and a Panel Discussion
on ‘Law Enforcement in Crises:
Discretion, Excesses and
Expectations.’ The participants
of the panel discussion were
Ms Nikita Sonavane, Lawyer
and Activist, Dr Ish Kumar,
Former DGP & Head NCRB and
Mr G K Pillai, Former Home
Secretary. The edited excerpts of
the keynote address and panel
discussion are given here:

“

The Police Act
of 1861 and the
old criminal
procedure are
all geared to
favour the rich
and powerful.

“

The Status of Policing in India
Report (SPIR) 2020-2021
(Volume II), Policing in the
Covid-19 Pandemic was released
at a virtual event on August
16, 2021. Covering a range of
citizen-police interactions during
the lockdown, the handling of
the crisis, and the emergence
of new challenges for the law
enforcement apparatus, the
report was launched in an august
gathering of senior bureaucrats,
academia, journalists, retired
and serving police officers and
students. A very well-attended
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Justice Deepak Gupta, Former Judge, Supreme Court of India

in drafting a few petitions in the
80s and 90s.

I’m extremely grateful to
Common Cause and CSDS for
giving me this opportunity to
share my views. Speaking today
brings back memories of my
interactions with the founder
of Common Cause, Mr H D
Shourie. As a young lawyer, I
used to follow him avidly as I
was involved in a few public
interest litigations in Himachal
Pradesh. Coincidentally, my in
laws and Mr Shourie were very
close friends as well. He would
walk down from his residence
in West End to my residence
in Vasant Vihar and we would
exchange notes, especially when
I was there during vacations from
Shimla courts. I also assisted him

On Trust in the Police
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You would normally imagine
that the image of the policeman
evokes trust. But in India,
unfortunately, that is not the
case. The first feeling is that of
suspicion, not only experienced
by the poor, but everybody. Even
if you are the complainant, you
are sceptical about going to the
police station. You want to settle
the matter outside the police
station, without the involvement
of the police. This is because of
perception. This report says that
the underprivileged, Muslims or
minorities were targeted more,
or they bore the brunt of police
brutality. I think if Common
Cause does an analysis on police

behaviour during pre-pandemic
or post-pandemic times, the
figures may not be very different.
This is because of our archaic
criminal justice system. The
Police Act of 1861 and the old
criminal procedure are all geared
to favour the rich and powerful.
In my farewell speech in the
Supreme Court, I said that our

“

The poor
person never
has the equality
promised to
him under
Article 14 of the
Constitution.

“

About Common Cause
founder
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With regard to the targeting
of Muslims in the context of
the Covid-19 pandemic, the
responsibility lies not with the
police, but the media and
the general public. After the
Nizamuddin Markaz incident, it
was as if it’s the people attending
the Tablighi Jamaat congregation
who brought in Covid-19 to the
country. It was as if they started
a war against the country. The
police are also human beings
and get affected by these daily
narratives. I think it was an
aberration and should have been
corrected at the earliest. It took
almost a year for the High Courts
to quash the FIRs, but we can’t
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“

“

The police are
also human
beings and
get affected
by these daily
narratives.

A lot of pilgrims from the
Nanded gurudwara also brought
in Covid-19 to Punjab, but there
was no adverse reaction then.
Even during Kumbh Mela in
Haridwar, there was no targeting
of any community.

On Police Reforms
The sad part is that since 1902,
when the first police reforms
process started, followed
by the Ribeiro Committee,
Padmanabhaiah Committee
and the seven directions given
by the Supreme Court in Mr
Prakash Singh’s case, (which I
also handled at one time with
Justice Madan Lokur), the ruling
has still not been implemented.
The Model Police Act framed
by the Soli Sorabjee Committee
has been buried in the ice box,
I suppose. For me, separating
the investigation and the lawand-order wings of the police,
as directed by the Supreme
Court is very important. I also
personally feel that providing
security to the so-called VIPs is
not the job of the police. I can
imagine providing security to the
Prime Minister, President and
a few other people, but today
everybody wants x y z security.
The job of providing security
should be outsourced. Also, the
way the so-called police security
officers are treated by the people
provided security needs to be
seen. I was recently in Leh,
and all I saw was these police
constables lugging shopping bags
for the “Mem Sahib.” When

“

Providing
security to the
so-called VIPs
is not the job
of the police.

you don’t give respect to the
constabulary, how do you expect
them to treat you differently? It’s
very easy to vilify the police but
let us first look within ourselves.
Do we give the police the
respect they deserve? The police
constabulary represents the law
and we profess to believe in the
rule of law. Hence, the police
constable must be given the
respect due to him.
But that does not happen. Even
though a policeman waves and
tells you to stop your car, you just
rush past. I have been witness
to another incident. A family of
four in Shimla was requested by
the policeman to wear masks.
The policeman got them four
masks and told them to wear
the face coverings. They walked
another 50 yards and threw
away the masks. I had to tell the
policeman to challenge them. In
such a circumstance it is entirely
possible for the police to become
very harsh.

“

The police
constable
must be given
the respect
due to him.

“

On Targeting of Minorities

deny that they were targeted.

“

entire system is partial towards
the rich. If a rich man, charged
with an offence, does not get
bail, he will move heaven and
earth and the Supreme Court will
order his trial to be expedited.
If he does get bail, then he
will move heaven and earth,
challenge every order and go to
the Supreme Court. He can get
the best lawyers and the trial will
never come to an end. Whereas
the poor person never has the
equality promised to him under
Article 14 of the Constitution.
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When we don’t respect the larger
issues, do we respect the law?
We also don’t respect the person
who enforces the law. Every
other day a police constable
gets to hear the statement ‘Tu
janta hai mera baap kaun hai’
(Do you know who my father
is) from people he stops. The
problem is that the ‘baap’ will
come to the aid of the accused.
Even though the police constable
is discharging his duty, he is told
not to take any action.
It was a sad state of affairs in
Shimla a few days ago. There
was a newspaper report that
some tourists beat up police
officials on the issue of wearing
masks. Later the police withdrew
the cases against the tourists.
This incident shouldn’t have
taken place. Therefore, we
should focus on the training
of the police, particularly the
constabulary. We are training
them in age old methods that
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On the rule of law
One of the most important
features of training, is rule of law.
Although the rule of law applies
to citizens, it applies with even
greater force to the police force,

which enforces it. Illegal methods
of surveillance are being used
against the general public. This
cannot be done. We cannot
defend the police taking action
not in accordance with the law.
They need to be told to act in
accordance with law as it would
make the police force efficient.
They need to be told that their
efficiency lies in getting people
convicted.
I’ve had different experiences in
three states. Himachal Pradesh
may not have the most efficient
police force, but it is probably
one of the least corrupt forces
in the country. It is also fairly
competent and very humane.
When I went to Tripura in 2013,
I found the police force there (to
be) very honest but still corrupt,

“

We cannot
defend the
police taking
action not in
accordance
with the law.

“

“

On Police Training

“

Policemen are
individually as
good or bad
as any human
being. But they
are different
when they
wield power.

“

“

If lawyers and
activists visit a
police training
school, they will
see that brutal
methods are
used to train
police officials,
particularly
the police
constabulary.

have no relevance. They have no
scientific methods of training. If
lawyers and activists visit a police
training school, they will see
that brutal methods are used to
train police officials, particularly
the police constabulary, lately.
Also, good IPS officers are
never posted to police training
schools. So, police constables
do not have good training,
or a scientific temper. They
are not sensitised to deal with
the public, or taught to adopt
a more humane approach.
Policemen are individually as
good or bad as any human
being. But they are different
when they wield power. A social
psychology study took place
at Stanford University in 1971
where a psychologist assigned
college students the roles of
prisoners and guards in a mock
prison environment. Even while
role playing, the participants
assigned the role of guards
actually became aggressive. The
study has been criticised many
times, and the psychologist
was accused of going too far
with the experiment. But this is
what happens when you give
people power. When the police
wear khaki and wield the lathi,
they feel they can be harsh.
Therefore, they need to be
taught to be more humane in
dealing with the society.
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On Mental Health of the
Police
Take a look at the mental health
of the police force. How do
you expect the police to work
11 to 15 hours a day, and not
get angry? If any one of us is
made to work from morning
to evening, our family will
experience our anger late in
the evening. The police are
also humans like us. Many
more policemen were infected
with Covid-19 than the general
population. The normal job of
the police is just to maintain law
and order and investigation of
crimes. Now we’re asking them
to go into a much wider domain
of pandemic control, and of
managing the public during the
pandemic.
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On Migrant Workers
Everyone let the migrant
workers down, including the
government and courts. Sitting
inside our comfortable homes,
we can’t even imagine the brutal
treatment meted out to the
migrant workers by the police.
But I will not totally blame
the policemen on the ground.
Instead, the larger system has to
be blamed. The same policemen
also came to the aid of the
migrant workers. Policemen do

“

The only thing
they had
been taught
throughout
their lives is ‘Jab
aur kuch nahi
toh bas danda
hi chala do.

“

“

because it was politicised. It had
allegiance to a particular party. I
went to Chhattisgarh thereafter.
Corruption rules the roost
there. So for me, training and
counselling of the police force is
very important.

“

In some of
our states the
police are
becoming highly
politicised.

“

“

Sitting inside
our comfortable
homes, we
can’t even
imagine the
brutal treatment
meted out to
the migrant
workers by the
police.

Also, most of the police excesses
happened during the first month
of the lockdown. I really don’t
blame the policeman on the
ground. He was not trained to
deal with the sudden lockdown.
The policeman did not have any
procedure or training manual to
follow but was simply sent on the
job with the instruction of ‘Delhi
se bahar nahi jane dena.’ (Don’t
let them go outside Delhi). What
is he supposed to do if 30,000
or 40,000 people gather at the
Anand Vihar bus stop to leave
the city? One has to imagine one
policeman dealing with 50 or
100 poor migrant workers who
want to leave the city.

not possess a Jekyll and Hyde
personality. But they behave
in the way they have been
instructed to when dealing with
large numbers of people. The
only thing they have been taught
throughout their lives is ‘Jab aur
kuch nahi toh bas danda hi chala
do’ (when nothing works, use the
stick). So, they used the danda
against migrant workers. There
were other aberrations I don’t
agree with. I personally don’t
like somebody being made to do
sit-ups. That is not the job of the
police. I’d rather that they fine
them, than make an example of
them, because the police cannot
take the law into their own
hands.
But we can’t hide that in some
of our states the police are
becoming highly politicised.
They are going out of their way
to help the party in power. If a
lynching takes place, the police
turn their face away, or don’t
find witnesses. A few days ago,
virulent slogans were raised
in Delhi, against a particular
community, and the police
found it difficult to identify even
some of them. When the shoe
is on the other foot, the police
get all the latest information,
face and voice identification
etc. Within days everybody
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everywhere. We have the
George Floyd case in America
and the father and son deaths in
Tamil Nadu.

“

“

The poor and
underprivileged,
minorities, as
well as people
from the
disadvantaged
sections of
society fear the
police.

is arrested. Whether we talk
about West Bengal or UP or any
other state, the police are being
politicised to support the ruling
party. This is a very dangerous
trend because the police must
be fair investigators. Although
I never practised much on the
criminal side, my understanding
of criminal law is that the
investigation must be very fair.

On use of excessive force by
the police
However, use of disproportionate
force ails the police force
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We somehow give power to
people, and then they tend to
misuse it. Research will also have
to be done as to why policemen,
otherwise very human, lose
control once they get into such
situations.
One question being raised
was ‘who fears the police
most?’ Clearly, the poor and
underprivileged, minorities,
as well as people from the
disadvantaged sections of society
fear the police. Whenever a
change is brought about, it
is not the rich and powerful
who will suffer but the poor
and marginalised. That is what
happened to the migrant workers
and tenants who were evicted
during the lockdown.
I do not find a great shortage of
police personnel. Probably the
strength is 7% or 8% below the

desired numbers. Rather, the
training of police personnel must
be modernised and updated.
They must be sensitised to
the needs of the poor, since
the deprived are as much the
citizens of our country as the
rich and powerful. Their working
conditions need to be improved
a lot. You can’t expect them
to work 12 to 15 hours a day,
and not lose their patience. In
addition, we ourselves need
to have respect for the rule
of law and the police force.
When a police constable asks
us to do something, we should
not hesitate or question his
authority. I’m not defending
the police on occasions he is
using excessive force or being
brutal. I am giving the context
of a normal interaction between
the policeman and an ordinary
middleclass citizen. We can’t
simply vilify the police force, but
it does need reforms, especially
with respect to brutality.
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Ms Shloka Nath, Head, Policy and Advocacy, Tata Trusts

I would like to express my
appreciation for the team at
Common Cause, the Lokniti
programme of Centre For The
Study of Developing Societies
(CSDS), Lal Family Foundation,
Tata Trusts as well as everyone
who has been part of this event.
The Covid-19 pandemic has
proved to be a very challenging
time for the country, especially
for the most vulnerable and
marginalised communities.
The purpose of policing in our
society is to promote public
safety and uphold the rule of
law to ensure that citizens can
meet their potential. Trust and
accountability between law
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enforcement and civil society
is essential to advancing these
goals.
India’s public health response
to Covid-19 engages two
distinct police functions --- the
maintenance of public order
and social service provision.
In this context the lockdown
posed great burdens on frontline
police officers, especially due
to the capacity as well as the
budgetary constraints they
face. Police agencies had to
enforce strict social distancing
rules which added pressure to
their existing vulnerabilities.
There were instances of use of
disproportionate force towards
the poor as well as low-income

“

The purpose
of policing in
our society is to
promote public
safety and
uphold the rule
of law to ensure
that citizens
can meet their
potential.

“

On the Role of Police
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About the Report
There is a lot to improve in
our systems but the report also
shows that there are already
steady efforts in improving the
existing conditions. While the
first volume, released in April

“

India’s public
health response
to Covid-19
engages two
distinct police
functions --- the
maintenance
of public
order and
social service
provision.

“

segments during the lockdown
which could have been avoided.
The law enforcement and police
forces have an integral role in
protecting the public as well as
achieving public safety. As the
role of the police evolves beyond
maintaining law and order, the
question now is how should the
police system, policy makers
as well as civil society navigate
the tensions between public
safety and good policing, while
building trust. This is where
initiatives such as the Status of
Policing in India Report have such
an important role to play.

2021, covered policing in regions
affected by conflict, extremism or
insurgency, the second volume
of the report focuses on the
Covid-19 situations. It is devoted
specifically to interactions
between the people and police
during the lockdown, the way

the crisis was handled and the
challenges that emerged. The
report analyses the data from
survey of common people and
police personnel from 10 states
and union territories during
the pandemic. It also looks
at the media coverage on the
nature of policing during the
pandemic, and specially during
the initial stages of the national
lockdown. Tata Trusts is proud
to have supported this initiative
and therefore it gives me great
pleasure to welcome all of you
to the launch of the second
volume of the Status of Policing
in India Report (SPIR) 2020-2021,
Policing in the Covid-19 Pandemic.
I congratulate the teams behind
the excellent effort as well as the
architects. I hope the insights
from the report will be helpful
for both the policy makers as
well as civil society.

Non-violence is the greatest force at the
disposal of mankind. It is mightier than the
mightiest weapon of destruction devised by
the ingenuity of man.
Mahatma Gandhi
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Excerpts from SPIR 20-21 (Volume II): Panel Discussion
Ms Nikita Sonavane, Lawyer and Activist

Thank you so much for having
me here and inviting me to
share my thoughts on the release
of this very important report.
I think the kind of policing
that took place during the
pandemic mandates attention.
It’s important for us to reflect on
the pertinent questions that the
Status of Policing in India Report
(SPIR) 2020-2021 (Volume II) has
raised around policing during the
pandemic, including who was
at the receiving end. Questions
raised about the institution
of policing in India also merit
further reflection. I want to
reflect on these questions
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today, from our experience of
engaging with them as lawyers
and researchers working in
Madhya Pradesh. We have done
work around the question of
pandemic policing in Madhya
Pradesh. I want to contextualise
the findings of today’s report, in
light of our experiences in the
state.
So, I want to start with the
question: ‘Who is arrested
during the pandemic? We saw
that as soon as the lockdown was
imposed, the police were the
first responders to the pandemic
and enforcers of the lockdown. I
also want to reflect on something

“

Almost every
fifth individual
arrested was
either a street
vendor or a
low-income
shopkeeper.

“

About the Report
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During our work in Madhya
Pradesh, we found that nearly
30% of individuals arrested for
violating lockdown regulations
belonged to SC-ST and
denotified tribal communities
while 20% belonged to the OBC
groups. Nearly 25% belong to
the Muslim communities. So,
you know, we’re looking at
approximately three out of every
four individuals belonging to
marginalised society.
Also, in the Tablighi Jamaat
incident, the spread of
COVID-19 was pinned on
the particular community of
Muslims. We saw that while
the population of Muslims in
Madhya Pradesh was close to
7%, their representation within
arrested people was 25%. This
can also be contextualised in
the experiences of people.
We saw that FIRs were filed,
particularly against people from
Muslim communities. In one
instance, an FIR was registered
against a person who had put
up a WhatsApp status saying
‘Mai Nizamuddin markaz ke saath
hoon (I am with Nizamuddin
Markaz).” An FIR was registered
against that person, detailing
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“

Arrests were
in stark
contrast
to the
jurisprudence
and the
directions of
the Supreme
Court.

“

the report mentions: the poorest
were thrice as likely to report
many cases of forcible eviction.
In addition, socio-religious
groups like the Dalits, Muslims
and other minorities were likely
to be forcefully evicted during
the lockdown. Generally, the
report says that these were the
groups at the receiving end
during the pandemic.

that the Tablighi Jamaat has
been responsible for the spread
of Covid-19 and a WhatsApp
status contributes to that general
dissatisfaction against a religious
community. Subsequently several
High Courts quashed FIRs against
members of the Tablighi Jamaat.
However, FIRs like these, filed
by the police on a daily basis,
perpetuated and cemented
the narrative that certain
sections had disproportionately
contributed to the spread of the
pandemic.

On Persecution during the
Lockdown
I also want to focus on the
people against whom FIRs
were registered and who were
subsequently arrested for
violating the lockdown rules. So,
who are these people? We saw
that 45% of them are actually
providers of essential goods
such as groceries, vegetables,
fruits and dairy products. Almost
a majority of these FIRs were
filed against pedestrians, in stark
contrast to the few registered
against four-wheeler drivers. It

puts events in perspective. It
denotes the social location of
people who were targeted and
arrested by the police during the
pandemic. We saw that almost
every fifth individual arrested
was either a street vendor or a
low-income shopkeeper.
It is also important to see what
kind of offences they were
arrested for. We saw that starting
from March 22, 2020, when the
janta curfew was imposed, till
the beginning of June, 82.5%
of all the arrested people were
apprehended for low level
crimes, or infractions. Let me put
that in perspective. It means that,
in terms of the law, these were
all people arrested for offences
punishable by seven years or
less of imprisonment. According
to the honourable Supreme
Court’s 2014 Arnesh Kumar
judgment, cases where offences
are punishable with less than
seven years of imprisonment, do
not mandate arrest. We saw that
bailable IPC offences constituted
the largest proportion of crimes,
for which arrests were made in
this period.
As a lawyer who engages with
communities arrested in this
period, I want to contextualise
what this means for the
arrested. We had a client, a
young 20-year-old man from
the Pardhi community a denotified community, which
bears the stigma of historical
criminalisation. The 20-yearold was arrested for allegedly
transporting about 60 litres
of country liquor. He was
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On Police Discretion
Discretion is one of the ethos of
policing and a crucial element for
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“

What we saw
during the
pandemic is
a culmination
of everyday
policing,
and abuse of
discretionary
powers.

“

incarcerated for three months
during the pandemic even
though he suffered from
tuberculosis. The offence
for which he was arrested is
punishable by a maximum of
three years. We saw that these
arrests were in stark contrast
to the jurisprudence and the
directions of the Supreme Court.
Right at the beginning of the
pandemic, the Supreme Court
took cognisance of overcrowding
in Indian prisons and really
enforced the Arnesh Kumar
judgment in letter and spirit.
It directed that we shouldn’t
be making arrests for offences
that are punishable by less than
seven years, unless there are
compelling reasons to do so.
We looked at FIRs during this
period, to see whether there
was any mention of compelling
reasons that would warrant
arrests. But we saw that there
weren’t any. Instead, there were
standard responses, mentioning
that the reasons provided by
the accused were unsatisfactory
and unnecessary or unclear.
Therefore, arrests were made
without any kind of compliance
or reflection on what they mean
in terms of the law.

the discharge of policing duties.
And while one understands the
importance of police discretion,
it is also important to think
about the people against whom
these discretionary powers are
exercised. As SPIR notes, and
what our experiences tell us,
this discretion, more often than
not, is exercised against people
of marginalised communities.
These people are at the receiving
end of violence and subjected
to illegal detention. During
the pandemic, they were also
arrested and therefore, exposed
to the threat of the virus.
It is important for us to see the
social context within which the
police are operating. We are a
society struggling with questions
of casteism and communalism.
Hence, we have to see how
immune the institution of the

police is to the biases existing
in society. What we have
seen during the pandemic is a
culmination of everyday policing,
and abuse of discretionary
powers. Policing during the
pandemic is the essence of
everyday policing in which
marginalised communities bear
the biggest brunt.
Police accountability has been
documented by various reports,
including the Law commission
reports, the commission set
for criminal law reforms, and
SC’s Prakash Singh judgment
on police reforms from 2006.
We have to reflect on these
questions after seeing the way
policing has panned out during
the pandemic. These kinds of
indiscriminate arrests during the
pandemic have contributed to
overcrowding of prisons. In the
context of Madhya Pradesh, the
prison population grew from
153% at the beginning of the
pandemic to 180% about two
months ago, which is slightly
a year into the pandemic.
We also need to think what
policing means not just for
particular communities, but the
implications it has for the prison
system and the criminal justice
system as a whole.
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Dr Ish Kumar, Former DGP & Head, NCRB

Let me begin with congratulating
Common Cause, CSDS and
other partners in bringing out
the series of reports every year,
right from 2018, on the status
of policing. To my knowledge,
there were no such reports or
series of such reports earlier. The
National Crime Records Bureau
(NCRB) does publish data on
crime, accidental deaths and
suicides in India, but they are
more of statistical treatises and
don’t come with these kinds
of surveys or interview-based
studies. There are definitely
crime victimisation surveys done
by some NGOs, like the IDFC
Institute, and Commonwealth
Human Rights Initiative (CHRI).
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So Common Cause, please keep
it up and go ahead with these
kinds of reports. In the long term,
they are going to be very helpful
for policing to improve in this
country.
Coming to the present report,
whatever I’m going to say as
a retired police officer, is not
a justification for any police
action. But maybe I will try
to look for reasons for certain
police behaviour. About the
indiscriminate arrests and
targeting of marginalised groups,
which the report also talks about,
here is my own impression. The
Muslim minority may have been
targeted, as Tablighi Jamaat was
listed as a group of Covid-19
spreaders. No other groups get

specifically targeted, but are at
the receiving end of police action
because they are easily visible on
the ground.
I don’t think the police try to
find out whether you are an SC,
ST or OBC before taking any

“

There’s a
feeling that
Khaki gives
you the
power to do
anything.

“

About the Report
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On Police Excesses
With regard to the current
Covid-19 outbreak, the police
force in India or anywhere else in
the world had no experience in
dealing with a pandemic of such
scale. So, there were no existing
SOPs or instructions as to how
to go about it. As the nationwide
lockdown was announced with
only four hours’ notice, there
was hardly any time to prepare
well. The lack of experience,
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time to prepare and existing
SOPs may have been coupled
with the government pressure
of enforcement at any cost. The
lockdown was announced in
March 2020, when there were
less than 500 cases. But maybe
the instructions were to shut
everything. So, people visible on
the ground, doing their job, or
getting essentials were beaten up
by the police. And it has resulted
in excesses. I still remember the
deaths of the father and son duo
in Tamil Nadu. Another person
in Bengal, who had gone to fetch
milk, was beaten badly. There
have been such aberrations.
Government instructions were
there and maybe the police were
also overzealous in following
those instructions. People did
suffer.
You must have also observed that
the instructions were evolving.
Every third or fourth day there
used to be a different instruction
from the Ministry of Health or
the Ministry of Home Affairs.
So even they were thinking and
evolving the processes. Right
from stopping the migrants in

“

The police
were doing
their duty with
a substantial
risk of
infection to
themselves.

“

action. However, these kinds
of arrests, beatings, or the fear
of the police, which the report
talks about, are not specific to
pandemic policing. Some of
these are age-old issues, ailing
the police system in India owing
to its colonial setup through
the Police Act, 1861. So, the
lack of sensitivity towards the
common man and lack of service
orientation as well as some of
the inherent biases --- caste and
gender --- are there. In addition,
there’s a feeling that Khaki gives
you the power to do anything.
Issues like belief in the danda
culture, lack of democratic
values, accountability, are
being talked about and do
need reforms. Prakash Singh Ji
has taken up this project, for
the last two decades and has
been fighting for institutional
reforms. Maybe we need to look
at internal reforms within the
police system. The Indian Police
Foundation has established
a centre for internal police
reforms. We are trying to look
at many of these issues and see
how best they can be addressed.

the last week of March 2020
to facilitating them in the last
week of April and first week of
May, there was a full cycle of
instructions. There were reports
saying that the police beat the
migrants. There were also later
reports saying that the police
helped migrants reach railway
stations or to their villages. States
like Odisha had reports stating
that the police arranged for buses
for migrants so that they reach
their villages.
Also, the police were doing
their duty with a substantial
risk of infection to themselves.
Almost 3.8 lakh out of 27 lakh
police personnel have been
affected. Hence, around 12% of
the police force were infected
with Covid-19, against 2.5%
of the general population. To
my knowledge, around 2657
police personnel have also died.
So, if more police personnel
get infected then they cannot
continue with their duties.
Hence, a lot of emphasis was
being given to internal resource
management. Managing the
spread of Covid-19 in police
stations and police lines needed
supervision as well.
If Common Cause does an
analysis of the police response
during the second wave of the
pandemic in India, it will find a
huge difference between police
practices between the two
waves. In the second wave the
police escorted oxygen cylinders,
made green corridors, facilitated
oxygen availability to people
in their homes, arranged for
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“

“

The police
force in India
or anywhere
else in the
world had no
experience in
dealing with a
pandemic of
such scale.

medicines for the senior citizens
etc. Maybe they learnt a lesson,
but it took them some time.

On Pandemic Response
What we really need is to

prepare pandemic response
plans for the police forces.
Mr N. Ramachandran, president
and founder of Indian Police
Foundation (IPF), has held some
meetings with Bureau of Police
Research and Development
(BPR&D) for preparing pandemic
response plans as well as SOPs
so that the third wave, if it
happens, can be dealt with
effectively. When Covid-19
started spreading last year, I
was a National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) Special
Rapporteur. After seeing all
these police excesses, I wrote
to the NHRC in May, saying
that they must issue guidelines
for the police to behave
properly and protect the rights
of the citizens. NHRC did

constitute a committee and
their report, published later,
talks of minimising all kinds of
unnecessary arrests. I would
also like to tell Common Cause
that discussing these reports at
this juncture is very well, but
it must make efforts to ensure
that the report reaches around
100 Superintendents of Police
(SP) and Commissioners of
Police (CP) in the country. They
are the people on the ground.
If the whole report cannot be
sent, then regional workshops
and seminars can be organised
by Common Cause, with help
of IPF or BPR&D, in their state
headquarters. Until the report
reaches the people who really
matter on the ground, it remains
only an academic exercise.

Good, healthy democratic societies are built
on three pillars: there’s peace and stability,
economic development, and respect for rule
of law and human rights. And where all three
are present, you stand a very good chance of
making a go of it.
Kofi Annan
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Mr G K Pillai, Former Home Secretary

In states like Kerala, Tamil
Nadu and so on, the police
constabulary as well as the
Sub Inspector (SI), the station
house officer etc. are far more
educated. They are all graduates,
postgraduates and so on. You
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“

will find that the way they react
to a situation is quite different
from somebody in UP and Bihar.
I would like to highlight that the
police started getting favourable
reactions from the media for the
first time during the pandemic.
Favourable reactions from the
media are actually a self-fulfilling

prophecy, which made the police
aware of what the public expects
from them. Therefore, the
Deputy Commissioners of Police
(DCP), Superintendents of Police
(SP) and station house officers,
etc., started to actually do what
the media was reporting. By the
time the second wave broke

“

Police started
getting
favourable
reactions from
the media for
the first time
during the
pandemic.

“

What came out in today’s report
is a reflection of what the police
have been doing for the last few
decades. This is exactly the way
they have been behaving in the
past, whether in the pandemic
or in normal circumstances.
The training for the police has
always been a low priority. Right
from the constabulary to higher
ranks, the training has been
poor and it is reflected in police
performance.

Right from the
constabulary to
higher ranks,
the training has
been poor and
it is reflected
in police
performance.

“

About the Report
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Standard Operating
Procedures for the Police
I would also like to point out
that the pandemic is not the
last crisis the police are going
to face. From a cybersecurity
infrastructure attack, natural
calamity to water crisis (resulting
from climate change), the police
are going to get more involved.
Therefore, not only do they need
standard operating procedures
(SOPs), but also different SOPs
based on locations. Whether
it is a Tier I city or a Tier II city

“

The pandemic is
not the last crisis
the police are
going to face.

“

“

out, the police were completely
willing to help out the public
whenever they faced difficulties.
The report mentions the media
being very positive towards the
police. I think the media being
so positive was actually good
for the police. The police are
not only one of the most vilified
forces, but are also overworked
and put under tremendous
pressure, especially the lower
constabulary. They have to do
so much of non-policing work,
which was especially visible
during the pandemic. People
must also realise that since the
notifications were put under the
Disaster Management Act, the
provisions of penalties, etc., also
came under the Act, which is
stricter than the IPC and CrPC.

So, a positive takeaway from the
pandemic is that if you treat the
police better, they do respond.
We have seen the same in many
of our Tier I cities. The way
Resident Welfare Associations
(RWA) in Tier I cities interacted
with the station house officers,
and gave them respect, was
an eye opener for many police
personnel. They realised that
they have friends in the RWAs
who look up to the police
to help solve many of their
problems.

“

Dependence
on the police to
resolve all the
issues also created
certain problems.

“

“

The police are
not only one of
the most vilified
forces, but are
also overworked
and put under
tremendous
pressure,
especially
the lower
constabulary.

in a rural area, SOPs need to
be devised. Having worked
as a District Collector, I have
witnessed that normally when
there is a national disaster, a
number of agencies get involved.
However, during the pandemic,
only the police were present
in the field, apart from a few
other departments like health.
Earlier, the revenue department
of the Government of India and
the states were always deputed
in the field. They have always
been in the forefront of any
disaster management response,
but I didn’t see them in the field
during the pandemic.

I think an over dependence on
the police to resolve all the issues
also created certain problems.
As many of the issues were not
within the purview of the police,
they did not know how to react.
Therefore, the tough police
response of using the lathi to
solve the issue for the time being
was deployed.
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COMMON CAUSE UPDATES
Supreme Court Cases
Petition Challenging
Constitutional Validity of
Sedition (Section 124A of
the IPC): Sedition, a colonial

era penal law, used to suppress
the dissent of the freedom
movement and silence its leaders
by the British in India, continues
to be heavily abused. It is
misused by the law enforcement
authorities against citizens for
merely exercising their freedom
of speech and expression.
Common Cause filed a petition
challenging the constitutional
validity of sedition under Section
124A of the Indian Penal Code,
1860, as being violative of
Articles 14, 19(1)(a), and 21 of
the Indian Constitution.
In 2016, Common Cause had
filed a writ requesting the court
to issue appropriate directions.
These directions would make it
mandatory for the concerned
authority to produce a reasoned
order from the Director
General of Police (DGP) or the
Commissioner of Police, as the
case maybe, certifying that the
“seditious act” either lead to the
incitement of violence or had
the tendency or the intention to
create public disorder. The order
has to be produced before any
FIR is filed or any arrest is made
on the charges of sedition against
any individual.
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The current petition requested
the court to step in again, this
time to revive the spirit of
the 1962 judgment. We also
prayed that the court reiterate
that sedition actually meant
“incitement to violence or
tendency or the intention to
create public disorder” and not
“strong criticism.” The court
disposed the petition ordering
authorities to rely on the Kedar
Nath case while dealing with
cases under Section 124A.
In Kedar Nath Singh v State of
Bihar, 1962, the constitutionality
of Section 124A was tested and
upheld, as the court applied
the Doctrine of Presumption
of Constitutionality in order to
save the Section. As per Kedar
Nath, the offence of sedition is
complete if the activities tend
to create public disorder or
disturbance of law and order
or public peace. Since then,
however, the Court in Navtej
Singh Johar v. Union of India,
(2018) and Joseph Shine v. Union
of India, (2019), has held that the
Presumption of Constitutionality
does not apply to preconstitutional laws as they were
made by a foreign legislature or
body.

Petition to Completely
Ban Export of Iron Ore
(in the Form of Pellets or
Otherwise): Common Cause

filed a writ petition to completely
ban the export of iron ore
(whether in the form of pellets
or otherwise). Alternatively,
it has sought the levy of
export duty of 30%, on the
export of iron ore in all forms,
including pellets (except pellets
manufactured and exported
by KIOCL, formerly known as
Kudremukh Iron Ore Company
Limited). The petition also prays
to initiate proceedings under
Section 11 of the Foreign Trade
(Development & Regulation)
Act, 1992 and Section 135(1)
of the Customs Act, 1962. In
addition, it seeks the levy of
appropriate penalty as per
law against mining companies
exporting iron ore pellets in
contravention of the provisions
of India’s export policy. By
exporting iron ore pellets, they
have been evading the duty
chargeable on the commodity.
The petition also prays for a
thorough and independent
investigation into the role of
public officials in allowing the
same. On September 24, 2021,
the SC issued notice to the
central government and other
respondents and directed them
to file counter affidavits. The
matter is likely to be listed on
October 25, 2021.

Petition Challenging the
Appointment of Interim
Director, CBI: Common
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Cause filed a PIL challenging the
appointment of an Interim/Acting
Director of the Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) again. It
has also sought the appointment
of a regular Director, as per
procedure established by law.
As per the Delhi Special Police
Establishment (DSPE) Act, 1946,
the appointment of Director,
CBI is to be made by the High
Powered Committee comprising
the Prime Minister, Chief
Justice of India (or any Judge
of Supreme Court nominated
by the CJI) and Leader of
Opposition in the Lok Sabha.
The petition prays for a direction
to the executive to initiate the
process of selecting a regular
Director forthwith. The petition
has also sought a direction to the
Centre to initiate and complete
the process of selection of the
CBI director well in advance.
The selection process should be
completed well before the date
on which the vacancy to the post
is about to occur.
In 2019, Common Cause had
challenged the appointment of
M Nageshwar Rao as Interim
Director, CBI on similar grounds.
On February 19, 2019, while
declaring the decision of the
case, the Court indicated that
if due process is not followed
in appointments, it is always
open to any incumbency and
the said appointments could be
questioned in accordance with
the law.
The current PIL challenging the
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appointment of CBI Interim/
Acting Director was filed on
March 2, 2021 while notice
was issued on March 12, 2021.
On April 5, 2021 the Court
expressed its displeasure on the
interim appointment and granted
adjournment. It directed the
matter to be listed for April 16,
2021. Subsequently, the matter
was taken up on April 19, 2021
and the next hearing date fixed
on May 13, 2021.
Meanwhile, the Appointments
Committee of the Cabinet, based
on the panel recommended
by the Committee, approved
the appointment of Subodh
Kumar Jaiswal as the new
director of CBI on May 25,
2021. The selection committee
of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Chief Justice of India
N.V. Ramana and the Leader
of Opposition Adhir Ranjan
Chaudhary shortlisted Jaiswal,
along with Sashastra Seema Bal
(SSB) chief K.R. Chandra and
special secretary in the Ministry
of Home Affairs (MHA), V.S.K.
Kaumudi. Since Jaiswal was the
senior-most among the three
officers, his choice became
easier. The principle of seniority
is the default norm of selection.
The matter has not been listed
thereafter and is likely to be
listed on September 21, 2021.

Petition Challenging Reappointment of the Director
of Enforcement Directorate:
Common Cause on November
27, 2020 approached the
Supreme Court with a prayer

seeking to quash the Centre’s
decision to “retrospectively”
amend the tenure of Mr.
Sanjay Kumar Mishra as the
director of the Enforcement
Directorate (ED). It has also
sought a direction to the
central government to appoint
a director for the agency “in a
transparent manner and strictly
in accordance with the law.” The
bench of Justices L Nageswara
Rao and S Ravindra Bhat issued
notice on February 15, 2021
and the matter was taken up on
April 5, 2021, when the Court
after hearing the parties directed
for listing on April 16, 2021. On
August 12, 2021 after hearing
the parties, the Court directed
the matter be listed for August
16, 2021. The matter was heard
by the Court on August, 16, 17
and 18, 2021, when it reserved
the judgment after conclusion of
hearing. On September 8, 2021,
the Court dismissed the petition
with the following order:
“The justification given by the
Union of India for extension of
the tenure of second Respondent
is that important investigations
are at a crucial stage in transborder crimes. The decision to
extend the tenure of the second
Respondent is pursuant to the
recommendation made by
the high-powered committee.
Though we have upheld the
power of the Union of India to
extend the tenure of Director
of Enforcement beyond the
period of two years, we should
make it clear that extension
of tenure granted to officers
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who have attained the age of
superannuation should be done
only in rare and exceptional
cases. Reasonable period of
extension can be granted to
facilitate the completion of
ongoing investigations only
after reasons are recorded by
the Committee constituted
under Section 25 (a) of the CVC
Act. Any extension of tenure
granted to persons holding the
post of Director of Enforcement
after attaining the age of
superannuation should be for a
short period. We do not intend
to interfere with the extension of
tenure of the second Respondent
in the instant case for the reason
that his tenure is coming to an
end in November, 2021. We
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make it clear that no further
extension shall be granted to the
second Respondent.”

IA in the suo motu matter of
Covid-19 management
In June 2021, Common Cause
filed an Intervention Application
in the suo motu matter of
Covid-19 management.
The Apex Court has taken
cognisance on issues related to
oxygen shortage, drug supply,
and vaccine policy in relation to
the Covid-19 pandemic.
The IA seeks directions to the
Centre to revise the guidelines
for implementation of the
National Covid Vaccination
Program dated June 8, 2021,

specifically relating to the
allocation of up to 25% of the
vaccines produced in India to
private hospitals. Alternatively,
the IA prays for directions to
the central government to
modify its revised guidelines for
implementation of the National
Covid Vaccination Program in
order to achieve free vaccination
expeditiously. The IA also urges
all the stakeholders, both public
and private, to be transparent in
the procurement and allotment
of vaccines, as well as ascertain
accountability for ensuring
transparency. The matter was
likely to be taken up on August
25, 2021 but was not listed on
the said date and there are no
further orders of listing.
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COMMON CAUSE EVENTS
IPF Foundation Day Lecture–September 22 & September 23, 2021
Susmita Saha*

The Indian Police Foundation
(IPF), along with Common
Cause, and We Log, organised
the IPF Foundation Day Lecture–
2021 on September 22 and
23, 2021. The first day of the
online event marking the Police
Reforms Day, featured the Police
Dialogue Series, themed on
‘Generating Public Awareness
and a Groundswell of Public
Demand for Police Reform.’
Panellists included Mr Prakash
Singh, Chairman IPF, Mr Raghu
Raman, Member Executive
Committee, IPF, Dr Vipul
Mudgal, Director, Common
Cause, while the session was
steered by Ms Faye D’ Souza,
senior journalist.

Speaking on the occasion, Mr
Prakash Singh pointed out
that both the bureaucracy and
politicians have been opposed
to police reforms. “And I have
no hesitation in admitting that
a section of the police officers
too are either not enthusiastic or
even opposed to it,” he added.
Mr Singh went ahead to
elaborate on the issue. He
posited that there is no
unanimity within the police force
on the subject of police reforms.
“A class of police officers, who
have climbed up the ladder by
hobnobbing with and cultivating
politicians think that the whole
system was fine,” he said.
Mr Raghu Raman, on the

other hand, put the onus on
the citizens of the country to
demand the service they deserve
from the police. “The consumer
of the sovereign services should
be educated enough to demand
them as the right of the citizen,”
he said.
Dr Mudgal felt that police
reforms is not a standalone issue
but one that impacts the entire
nation’s future as a democracy
and economic power. Police
reforms need to be done not
as a one-time event but as
a continuous process if we
really care about being taken
seriously by the world. If not
done with dedicated focus,
all aspirations of the nation as

*Susmita Saha is Senior Research Analyst at Common Cause
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“Then how does this democracy
become participative?” he
queried, adding that casteism,
communalism and corruption
pollute the Indian democracy.

an IT superpower will sound
hollow and meaningless. The
way forward, according to
Dr Mudgal, is a meaningful
involvement of the public in
policing. “Constitutional conduct
should be part of the curriculum
of students. Better expectations
of the police can be the only way
to get better results,” he said.
The discussion also touched
upon themes of internal
reforms within the police, the
politicisation of the police and
much else.
Mr Raman argued that issues
like vacancies within the police
force and non-adherence to the
Supreme Court judgment point
to a deeper malaise. These are
merely manifestations of the
belief that the current police
force is good enough for the
common citizens. “If we really
want to move the needle, we
will have to draw a connection
between the lack of good
policing and the GDP of the
country,” he said.
The second day of the event
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held on September 23, 2021,
featured the 7th IPF Foundation
Day Lecture by the Chief Guest,
Justice Kurian Joseph, Former
Judge of the Supreme Court of
India. Themed as the ‘Role of
the Police in Securing Citizens’
Rights and Strengthening India’s
Democracy,’ the lecture raised
questions on whether the police
can secure at least the dignity, if
not the rights of the SCs, STs and
the rural masses. “A big question
is, are the police in a position
to protect those who stand
for the rights of these people?
Civil society movements and
whistleblowers who stand up
for the least, last and lost seem
to be a big headache for the
executive,” he said.
Maintenance of law and order
is the primary role of the police.
But Justice Joseph questioned
whether we are able to protect
the civil societies who stand up
and speak out for the millions
of helpless tribals, SCs, migrant
workers and poor labourers
who have been oppressed and
suppressed.

In a free-wheeling address,
Justice Joseph wondered
whether police personnel are
contemplating on the scale and
scope of their role at all. He also
wished to bring under scrutiny
the underlying anxieties and
the systemic persecution of the
personnel themselves. To shed
light on these issues, he posed
a barrage of soul-searching
questions to the police: “Whom
are you afraid of? What are
the consequences that you will
face --- a transfer, promotion,
maltreatment? Do you realise
that yours is a public service?”
Concluding the session, Dr Ish
Kumar, Member, IPF Executive
Committee, acknowledged that
a transformation of perspective
for the police was the need of
the hour. He reiterated that
it is the duty of the police to
protect the dignity and rights
of citizens, including the poor
and marginalised sections.
However, he added that the
police are never sensitised on
such issues in the academies
or training institutions. “Justice
Joseph’s suggestion of the right
to legal aid at the police station
is a wonderful idea. The police
agencies and legal service
authorities should start working
on this,” he said.
The event can be watched here:
https://bit.ly/3Du9HOc
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Webinar on Legal Provisions for People’s Surveillance: September 26, 2021
Akhilesh Patil*
the Cambridge Analytica scandal,
where data harvested from
Facebook was used by external
entities to manipulate elections
in the UK and US through
targeted advertising. He added
that along with surveillance,
schemes like Electoral Bonds
have made it easier for external
entities to bring in foreign funds
in the Indian electoral process
and manipulate it.

Shailesh Gandhi, former Central Information Commissioner

RTI Revolutionary Group India,
National Federation of Societies
for Fast Justice, Mission Free
Legal Education and National
RTI Group jointly organised
a webinar on ‘Nagarikon ki
nigarani ke liye kanuni aadhar
aur RTI ki dhara 8 (1) (H/J)’
(Legal provisions for people’s
surveillance and section 8 (1)
(H/J) of the RTI) on September
26, 2021. The webinar was
chaired by Rahul Singh,
Information Commissioner,
Madhya Pradesh. Shailesh
Gandhi, former Central
Information Commissioner, Apar
Gupta, Lawyer and Executive
Director, Internet Freedom
Foundation, Pravin Patel, Social
Activist and Coordinator, NFSFFJ
and Vipul Mudgal, Director,
Common Cause participated in
the panel discussion.

Mr Gupta, in his address,
explained the legal provisions
around surveillance and stressed
on the accountability of people
authorised to carry it out. In
addition, he highlighted the
importance of the legal systems,
legal review and reforms of the
surveillance architecture. “If we
want to progress as a democracy,
then the police, intelligence and
security have to work towards
our safety and fundamental
rights,” he said.
Dr Mudgal acknowledged the
critical role of the surveillance
mechanism in national security.
However, he warned that
excessive and unregulated data
surveillance, done with the help
of global media tech companies,
possesses greater threats to
democracies. He illustrated his
argument with the example of

Mr Gandhi explained how the
common man has been left with
no option than to accept that
surveillance at public spaces
is unavoidable. However,
he focused on the collective
need for proper process while
undertaking surveillance. Mr
Patel discussed the ongoing
Pegasus case, in which political
leaders, journalists, prominent
personalities and even judges
were allegedly placed under
surveillance. “Surveillance should
be used to strengthen democracy
and not to break it, which is
happening in today’s time,” he
said.
The well-attended webinar
witnessed active participation
from numerous practising
lawyers, RTI activists and civil
society members. Many of their
concerns were addressed in the
event.
The event can be watched here:
https://bit.ly/3lgj1yW

*Akhilesh Patil is Research Executive at Common Cause
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Webinar on Police Reforms: Promoting Effectiveness and Accountability:
September 24, 2021
Akhilesh Patil*

Arvind Verma, Professor, Indiana University, Bloomington (USA)

Common Cause participated in
the webinar ‘Police Reforms:
Promoting Effectiveness and
Accountability,’ organised
by Synergia Foundation, an
independent and strategic think
tank, on September 24, 2021.
The webinar was held in the
backdrop of minimal changes in
the nation’s policing framework
in more than 150 years.
Currently viewed as selectively

efficient and politicised, the
police seem to be losing the trust
of citizens with each passing
day. Therefore, the virtual event
sought to discuss alternate
approaches to police reforms and
ways to enhance effectiveness
and accountability in the
judicial system. Prakash Singh,
former DGP and Chairman,
Indian Police Foundation,
Meeran Borwankar, former

DGP, Vipul Mudgal, Director,
Common Cause and Arvind
Verma, Professor, Department
of Criminal Justice, Indiana
University, Bloomington (USA)
participated in the discussion.
The speakers held forth on the
challenges in police reforms and
ways to increase participation
of citizens to bring about
sustainable reforms in the justice
and security system.

*Akhilesh Patil is Research Executive at Common Cause
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Please email us at commoncauseindia@gmail.com if you want a soft copy of the report.

Jointly prepared by Common Cause and its academic partner, CSDS, the report is a study, focussing on ‘Policing in ConflictAffected Regions.’ It studies the nature and practice of policing in areas that are facing forms of extremism, insurgency or
militancy.
SPIR 2020-21 is in two volumes. The first volume studies how policing in violence-affected regions is perceived by common
people and the police personnel. It conducted face-to-face surveys at 27 districts in 11 states and Union Territories, including
four North-Eastern states, and large parts of central India affected by left-wing extremism. The study also analyses official data
released by government agencies.
Please email us at commoncauseindia@gmail.com if you want a soft copy of the report. A PDF can also be downloaded from
commoncause.in
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